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so r nothing common between these two these records is based on true stories of kidnapping and of course of abduction. College
Days is one such abduction. 5) of the MRI signal by their corresponding resonant frequencies measured at T~m~. We thank Dr.
Philip Boyden for useful discussion of MRI data acquisition. The work was supported by National Institutes of Health (grant
R21EB013340). K.L. is the recipient of the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship under Grant No. DGE
1148900. [^1]: **Competing Interests:**The authors have declared that no competing interests exist. [^2]: Conceived and
designed the experiments: XL YF XLW. Performed the experiments: KLC YF CC. Analyzed the data: KLC YF LL NTC XZ
XL. Wrote the paper: KLC YF XLW XL CC. Barack Obama may be the most powerful man in the world, but he’s still
something of a clueless Joe, or at least he’s running on the wrong head of his horse. Though he’s used some clever lines to
connect with voters during his six years in office, he still seems confused by the world around him – and that especially comes
through in an extraordinary interview with The Independent. Barack Obama says Britain’s EU referendum vote was a sign of
‘our incapacity to keep on coming up with the same old arguments’ (AP Photo/Jason Reed) In the interview, conducted while the
Nobel Peace Prize winner was on a visit to London this week, he discusses the UK’s vote to leave the European Union, saying
the EU referendum result was about “our incapacity to keep on coming up with the same old arguments.” “I think we have been
so inured to the steady drumbeat of negativity that comes from the media, from the politics, that we have forgotten how to think
for ourselves, and figure out what our own interests are,” he says. Mr Obama says he used to watch Fox News, but he now thinks
it’s “not that different” from the mainstream media. “I am a huge fan of Fox News. I watch it every night. I have to say it’s
certainly a bit different from what I learned in graduate school because a lot of it now
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